
DOG TRAINING COMMANDS LIST Dog Commands 
(We work by the week and do not guarantee at what pace your dog will learn)
In our program we cater it what you need or your dogs behavior correction. The 
list below is what we feel are foundation commands for to set a dog up for future 
off leash work. All commands are learned on leash first. 

Look/Watch Me: Name recognition is the key to a dog knowing you are 
speaking to them and learning to make eye contact when asked. Example : Rover 
look then touch your nose. The moment the dogs looks it is rewarded with a 
click. They will learn to look at you when spoken to or come when in a group of 
dogs. 

Sit, Lay Down, Up, Come: Basic commands

Step: When you walk forward the dog will start to walk with you.

*Stand: Dog will stand in place beside your without sitting when asked or stand 
when needed.

*Wait & Stay: Dog will wait in place when asked. Wait to exit gates or doors.

*Off/Down: Dogs learn this to stop jumping on people or furniture.

Take It & Drop It: If you cant get your dog to let go playing fetch or play time.

Easy: This is to slow their walking, & to calm there behavior in play time. Even 
used to tell them to take something from your hand nicer.

Leave It: They will learn to walk away from noises, leave items, not touch 
something or trying to chase something.

No: No is used after Leave It. To us no is the stern command. Its used after the 
warning or Leave it command. 

*Out/In : This is for Doors, Gates and Cares

*Bed, Crate, Kennel: We send them off to enter the kennel on command

Any thing with * by it has a hand command also learned with it not just verbal.
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